July 12, 2019

The Alumni and Collegiate Chapter Presidents

Executive Council Nominations

Chapter Presidents:

In accordance with Article X, Section 2(b) of the Tau Beta Pi Constitution, I am publishing a list and information about the Executive Council nominees. Tau Beta Pi Headquarters received six nominations by the April 1 deadline. These alumni will stand for election at the 2019 Convention in Columbus, OH, on Saturday, October 12. The three elected individuals will serve the 2020-22 term on the Executive Council. The nominees include:

- Justin M. Glasgow, MD, Ph.D., IA B ’05; nominated by PA Zeta
- Michael L. Peterson, IA A ’89; nominated by MI Gamma
- Matthew T. Pittard, UT B ’01; nominated by UT Gamma
- Joan M. Sciacca, CA M ’87; nominated by CA Upsilon
- George Youssef, NJ G ’01; nominated by the Tampa Bay Alumni Chapter
- Mennatoallah M. Youssef, Ph.D., VA G ’04; nominated by the DC Alumni Chapter

Biographical information on each candidate appears in the Summer 2019 issue of The Bent and is available, along with interest statements, at www.tbp.org/2019ECNominations.pdf.

If you will not be attending Convention as your chapter’s voting delegate, I encourage you to share this information with the member who will be representing your chapter this year. If you have questions for the nominees, you can contact them using the email addresses below.

Until later,

Curtis D. Gomulinski
Executive Director

Reference: Candidate Biographies & Interest Statements

Candidate Email Addresses
Justin: jglasgow@uabmc.edu
Michael: mlpetersonplus3@gmail.com
Matthew: matt@pittard.org
Joan: joansciacca@gmail.com
George: georgeyoussef78@gmail.com
Mennatoallah: mennayoussef@gmail.com